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Abstract. An epiduroscopy is an effective minimally invasive surgery (MIS) used for chronic 
lumbago and lumbar disc herniation. As such an endoscopy is hard to learn high-level surgical 
skills, efficient surgical training method or system is required. Therefore, this paper proposed an 
epiduroscopy training simulator based on spatial cognition learning. The proposed training 
simulator provided four scenarios for catheter manipulation training, and it provides quantitative 
training results based on various measured data (completion time, number of violation and surgical 
instrument trajectory). 
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1. Introduction 

An epiduroscopy is a very effective minimally invasive surgery (MIS) used for chronic 
lumbago and lumbar disc herniation. MIS requires a fine surgery which inserts and controls a 
subminiature endoscope (1 mm diameter) and laser into a cavity through only 2D CT image. As 
an endoscopy is hard to learn high-level surgical skills, efficient surgical training method or 
system is required [1, 2]. 

Conventional surgical training is accomplished as a trainee performs a supportive role in the 
OR (operating room). Such a surgical provides limited learning opportunities. Furthermore, it is 
hard to learn an interaction between surgical instruments and human organs [3]. Therefore, various 
surgical training simulators have been developed that enable iterative learning for the interaction 
between surgical instruments and human organs. Most surgical training simulators developed so 
far have been related with endoscopy including bronchoscopy [4], laparoscopy [5], and 
arthroscopy [6]. The endoscopy training simulators provided a learning opportunity for trainees 
to experience surgery indirectly by constructing an environment virtually similar to real surgery. 
However, three dimensional spatial cognitive learning of the surgical instrument insertion path 
and surgical site in the human body was not considered. 

Therefore, this paper proposes an epiduroscopy training simulator based on spatial cognition 
learning. Because catheter manipulation in epiduroscopy is the most important factor in 
determining the success of the surgery, the proposed training simulator providing various 
scenarios for catheter manipulation training. The catheter manipulation training scenarios improve 
a catheter manipulation capability inserted inside the human body including various nerve, lumbar 
and disc, based on spatial cognitive learning. At training completion, it provides the quantitative 
training result based on various measured data. 

2. Epiduroscopy training simulator based on spatial cognitive learning 

The spatial cognitive learning has been widely studied to analyze the person’s pathfinding 
behavior in a field of psychology and geography [7]. From these studies, it is found that landmark 
knowledge is developed into survey knowledge through route one [8-10]. The survey knowledge 
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means that information about the surrounding space that is drawn in the mind of the trainees’ like 
a map. The spatial information needs to be organized into feature and structural information to use 
this survey knowledge [11]. Because the spatial cognitive learning is effective at improving the 
pathfinding capability [12], this paper aims to improve trainees’ the catheter manipulation 
capability by applying to the endoscopic skills required high pathfinding capability. In this section, 
to apply spatial cognitive learning to epiduroscopy training, the spatial information related to the 
path of entry of surgical instruments, such as catheters, is classified into the landmark information 
and the path information. The landmark information corresponds to the reference points providing 
the context of the paths, and epiduroscopy relation to important human organs (lumbar, nerve and 
disk) surrounding the path of surgical instruments. And then, the path information corresponds to 
the catheter insertion path. 

Fig. 1 shows the catheter insertion path of epiduroscopy applying the spatial cognitive learning. 
Fig. 1(a) shows the landmark information learning step in which the trainees cannot recognize the 
space inside the human body inserted the catheter (because the landmark information cannot be 
contextualized as path information). Fig. 1(b) shows the path information learning step that allows 
the trainee to recognize the insertion path of the catheter by contextualizing the landmark 
information of Fig. 1(a) into the landmark information. 

During epiduroscopy training simulator based on the above two step spatial cognitive learning 
process, the trainees effectively learn catheter difficult manipulation by contextualizing important 
human organs (landmark information) surrounding the path of the surgical instrument in repeated 
training to path information. 

The proposed epiduroscopy training simulator based on the spatial cognitive learning consists 
of visualization part, training part and evaluation part as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
a) Landmark information learning step 

 
b) Path information learning step 

Fig. 1. The catheter insertion path of epiduroscopy based on spatial cognitive learning 

 
Fig. 2. The procedure of the proposed epiduroscopy training simulator based on spatial cognition learning 

The visualization part models the lumbar model and catheter insertion path for training, and 
provides the graphic rendering. The visualization part models the training lumbar model for 
training based on the human body model as shown in Fig. 3(a) and the catheter insertion path as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). The lumbar model for training consisting of bones, disc and dura mater 
provides the visual feedback for the spatial cognitive learning to the trainee through graphical 
rendering. 
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The training department provides the trainees with a basic training scenarios requiring fine 
catheter manipulation capability. In other words, the catheter manipulation training scenarios aim 
to improve the trainees’ capability to manipulate the catheter inserted within human body 
including various nerves, lumbar bones and discs based on the spatial cognitive learning. 

 
a) The lumbar models b) Catheter insertion path 

Fig. 3. Epiduroscopy models 

For this, the four catheter manipulation training scenarios are selected based on the anatomical 
findings of the clinical expert as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is a catheter insertion path that enters 
the ventral root and then changes direction from the point between the S2-S3 nerves to the dorsal 
root to reach the lesion at the front of D4. Fig. 4(b) shows a catheter insertion path that enters the 
ventral path and detours to the dorsal root between the discs D5-S1 to reach the lesion at the front 
of D4. Fig. 4(c) shows a catheter insertion path that enters the dorsal root and reaches the lesion 
at the front of D4. Lastly, Fig. 4(d) is a catheter insertion path that enters the dorsal root and 
reaches a lesion on the side of D4. 

 
a) Ventral (S2) 

 
b) Ventral (S4) 

 
c) Dorsal (Straight) 

 
d) Dorsal (Curve) 

Fig. 4. Four catheter manipulation training scenarios 
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The four selected catheter manipulation training scenarios shown in Fig. 4 provide the trainees 
with 3D geometric information about the epidural space shown in Fig. 5. The 3D geometric 
information of Fig. 4 consists of the landmark information and path information corresponding 
the bones, discs and dura mater and catheter insertion path in Fig. 5. And it provides spatial 
cognitive learning through repetition of the catheter manipulation training scenarios. 

 
Fig. 5. 3D geometric information including landmark information (bone, disc, dura mater)  

and path information (catheter insertion path) 

The measurement part provides the trainees with quantitative training results at the completion 
of training through the measurement of various data (completion time, number of violation and 
surgical instrument trajectory) recorded during the catheter manipulation training. It is important 
that the training simulator provides not only virtual environment which can mimic a real one but 
also an objective training assessment. The training path model for catheter manipulation is 
controlled through virtual fixtures installed in the epidural space. 

The virtual fixture provides trainees kinesthetic feedback through collision handling and 
reaction force feedback, and it allows effective training of catheter manipulation [13]. In general, 
surgical evaluation is performed by quantifying the operation time (completion time), the mistakes 
occurred during training (number of violation) and the surgical instrument trajectory [14]. 
Therefore, the proposed training simulator uses the competition time, the number of violation and 
the surgical instrument trajectory as assessment factors: In other words, at the completion of 
epiduroscopy training, the trainees are provided with completion time, number of violation and 
surgical instrument trajectory as aggregated training results. 

 
Fig. 6. Epiduroscopy training simulator developed based on spatial cognitive learning 
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Fig. 6 shows the epiduroscopy training simulator developed based on the spatial cognitive 
learning. A game controller (Xbox pad, Microsoft, USA) is used for the interface device of the 
developed training simulator [15]. The developed training simulator provides couple of functions 
menu including a fluoroscopy view, catheter insertion path, recording and miscellaneous menus. 
The fluoroscopy view function (1 in Fig. 6) provides a view similar to the C-arm view used in real 
surgery, and the catheter insertion path function (2 in Fig. 6) provides four training scenarios 
(ventral S2, ventral S4, dorsal straight, and dorsal curve). The recording function (3 in Fig. 6) 
measures and records the trainees’ training data (number of violation (contact), area of violation 
(contact), completion time and score) in real time, and the miscellaneous menu function (4 in 
Fig. 6) includes virtual fixture visualization, catheter movement speed control (1x/2x) and position 
correction at catheter deviation. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, an epiduroscopy training simulator based on spatial cognition learning was 
proposed. The proposed training simulator provided four scenarios for catheter manipulation 
training. The training scenarios provided trainees with 3D geometric information of epidural space 
to improve catheter manipulation capability inserted inside the human body, such as various nerve, 
lumbar and disc, based on spatial cognitive learning. Furthermore, it could provide the measured 
data to assess the trainees’ skills objectively when the training was done. 
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